Modern agriculture is facing unique challenges in building a sustainable future for food 1 production, in which the reliable detection of plantations' threats is of critical importance. The 2 breadth of existing information sources, and their equivalent sensors, can provide a wealth of 3 data which, to be useful, must be transformed into actionable knowledge. Approaches based on 
knowledge from the aforementioned smart-traps' collected data, existing methodologies must be able 48 to compare results. Thus, use of a common set of traps' observation data is necessary for the testing of 49 the efficiency and effectiveness of the methods, while also providing reference for comparison of new 50 and existing methods in order to show progress, as is the case with most scientific datasets [18, 19] . To 51 the best of our knowledge existing research works in automated Dacus identification are not operating 52 on the same data and thus the results presented therein are not easily comparable.
53
Data collection from Dacus traps is a lengthy process that requires multiple locations of olive 54 groves, frequent physical attention to traps, minor entomological knowledge, appropriate hardware,
55
while it is only possible for the chronological period that Dacuses are active [20] . All of these factors 56 make the collection of Dacus traps data rather difficult. Thus, the evaluation of new methods is 57 hampered by the lack of easily accessible data to test the methods on.
58
To address the aforementioned requirements, we introduce the Dacus Image Recognition Toolkit
59
(DIRT), a collection of publicly available data, programming code samples and web-services focused 60 at supporting research aiming at the management the olive fruit-fly. DIRT offers:
61
• a dataset of images depicting McPhail traps' contents,
62
• manually annotated spatial identification of Dacuses in the dataset,
63
• programming code samples in matlab that allow fast initial experimentation on the dataset or of a transparent PVC plate or equivalent methods).
164
Wi-fi equipped microcomputer A microcomputer for the task of orchestrating all the necessary 165 actions in order to record the data and dispatch these to a networking module (e.g. a GSM 166 modem), thus reaching finally to a server/processing center. The microcomputer is to be selected 167 based on the following criteria:
168
• low cost,
169
• computational resources,
170
• number of open-source programs available for it,
171
• operational stability,
• capability for integration of camera with fast interface and adequate resolution.
174
The key disadvantage of including a microcomputer is its relative high-power consumption, openness while with the use of scripts (e.g. python) will collect data from the sensors (mentioned 180 in the sequel) at explicitly defined time instances of the day. Then, the data will be transmitted 181 through the networking to a server/processing center. Both collection and transmission may be Camera An adequate resolution camera with adaptable lenses system in order to achieve focusing 185 and zooming. replaced with higher gain antennas should it be deemed necessary. The GSM modem is to be The original dataset consisted of 336 images, but after discarding images that either were too 232 blurry in order to distinguish olive fruit flies from other insects or no olive fruit flies were present, the 233 size of the dataset was reduced to 202 images. Moreover, due to the fact that training on this dataset 234 for 50.000 steps did require superior than commonly available hardware, due to memory requirements 235 associated with the large size of the available photographs, we decided to slice each image into four 236 parts. Thus, after discarding image parts that didn't depict any olive fruit fly, the final dataset includes 237 542 images, a sample of which is shown in Figure 5 . From those images 486 were randomly selected 238 for training, while the remaining, also randomly selected, 56 images were used for evaluation in our 239 experiments. Figure 6 presents the histogram of manually annotated olive fruit flies in images, before 240 and after the slicing process of images, as aforementioned. The definition of the images' and annotations' local paths, for content discovery, is clearly noted The capability to identify Dacuses is of paramount importance to olive fruit cultivation and oil 300 production, as described in Section 1. In order to further support this necessity, DIRT also includes a 
317
As the process of identification of Dacuses in an image is quite heavy, both in terms of CPU
318
and RAM of the server that provides this service, users are informed that our experimentation with 319 moderate concurrent load showed that a possible lack of real-timeness in reply reaching at most 30 320 seconds, is a strong possibility. Accordingly, both the API and the web interface feature access limit: Object Detection API provides a number of pre-trained models 7 for the user to use in his experiments.
329
The detection models provided were pre-trained on the COCO 8 , KITI 9 and Open Image 10 datasets. 
Experimental Results

340
In order to verify the usefulness of the proposed dataset, a variety of experiments were 341 conducted, pertaining mostly at the ability of automatically identifying Dacuses in the images using as 342 ground-truth manually annotated spatial identification of Dacuses.
343
Firstly, training was performed on the following pre-trained models and the one with the best 344 performance was selected in order to conduct further experiments.
345
• faster_rcnn_inception_v2_coco
346
• faster_rcnn_resnet50_coco
347
• faster_rcnn_resnet50_lowproposals_coco
348
• rfcn_resnet101_coco
349
• faster_rcnn_resnet101_coco
350
• faster_rcnn_inception_resnet_v2_atrous_coco
351 Table 2 presents the total loss and total time to complete training in the specified steps for each of 352 the aforementioned detection models, after training on the DIRT dataset (and thus the removal of the
353
"_coco" postfix).
354 Figure 8 presents the performance of all models trained on our dataset. The detection model 355 that performed the worst, aside from the aforementioned model, was model 4 with a mAP of 57.42%.
356
Detection models 3, 5 and 6 performed relatively well, ranging between 68% and 80%. However, 357 models 1 and 2 outperformed all the rest with a mAP value of 91.52% and 90.03%, respectively.
358
Although, the difference in performance is small (1.49%) between the two, we selected model 1 for the 359 rest of our experiments since its training time is nearly four times faster than model 2 (see Table 2 ). After selecting the best performing model, we investigated how the performance is affected by 361 images' detail conducting thus training on resized images from the initial dataset. In detail, we trained 362 our model on 10%, of the original size, to 100% with a 10% increase step. Furthermore, the same In Figure 11 , the detection precision between the gray-scale and color (RGB) datasets from the In the next experiment, we investigated how the performance of the selected model is affected in 383 relation to the total number of olive fruit flies in an image. Therefore, we created four new sub-datasets 384 (see Table 3 ) based on the initial dataset, for both the training and testing sets. Specifically, we tested Finally, the performance of the proposed methodology was experimented with in relation to 
